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This is the first English language edition of the Dizionario della Moda. It is a collection of over 4500 entries from the fashion
world - designers, fashion houses, brands, photographers, distributors - with particular attention to Italian designers.
The Dizionario was first published in 2004 and, due to its popularity, has been updated and translated into English, making
this a rich and comprehensive manual, relevant for today, which is easy to use.
Attention is focused not only on the bright lights on the runways, but also on the minor players - The Fashion Dictionary is a
journalistic tome which tells the stories of the men, women, and events of fashion. There are roughly one hundred
contributors to this encyclopedia and they range from fashion historians and writers to great names of lifestyle journalism and
trade reporting. This dictionary will have appeal to fashion specialists, those involved with fashion and art schools, fashion
magazines, as well as fashion editors and curators within museums and cultural institutions.
The Fashion Dictionary shines the spotlight on: Tailors and Seamstresses; Couturiers, Fashion Designers, Fashion Houses,
Labels and Trademarks of Prêt-à-Porter, and Patterns Makers; Jewellers; Manufacturers and Industrialists of Fabrics,
Apparel, and Eyeglasses; Historic Boutiques; Items of Apparel and Accessories that have made Fashion History; Fashion
Schools; Shoe Designers; Magazines; Hairdressers and Hairstylists; Fashion Agencies; Models and Cover Girls;
Photographers; Artists and Movements that have Influenced Fashion; Strategists of Communications and Image-Leading
Figures and Industrialists of Cosmetics; Places of Fashion; Fashion Museums and Collections; Illustrators and Costume
Designers; Youth Movements and Modes, and, finally, Icons of Elegance.
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